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THE HURRY-BOMBERS

The following is the text of a broadcast by a

squadron-leader to be given after the 1 o'clock news; -

Announcer:

You have heard already of the new offensive weapon which Fighter Command

has been employing recently. I mean the Hurricane Bomber - an adaptation of a

famous fighter aircraft which has made possible high-speed, low-level bombing
of enemy targets with a new accuracy.

One of the fighter squadrons which has been flying the Hurricane Bombers is

a Canadian Squadron. Its Commander, a Squadron Leader, is here to-night to tell

you what it is like taking part in this new kind of offensive. Here he is:

Speaker:

"Whoever thought of fitting bombs to a Hurricane is to be thanked for giving
the Squadron which I command some of the most thrilling days' work that has ever

fallen to the luck of Fighter Command pilots.

"Low level bombing of ground targets by fighters which it makes possible is,
of course, something quite new to R.A.F. pilots. In our Hurricane bombers we

don’t have to dive on to our targets. He come down almost to ground level before

we reach them, and drop our bombs in level flight, with consequently greater

accuracy than can be achieved generally in dive bombing.

"The whole thrill of the Hurry-bomber is in this ground level flying over

the target. There we are, like a close formation of cars sweeping along the

'railway straight’ at Brooklands, only, instead, of fast car speeds, we are batting

along at be ween 200 and 250 miles an hour. At times we may exceed 300 m.p.h.

"The impression and thrill of speed near the ground has to be experienced to

be believed.

"Even though we are travelling so fast, there would be a risk of being hurt

by the blast of our own bombs if they were of the ordinary type which burst on

contact.

"Consequently our bombs are fitted with delayed action fuses, so that they

do not explode until we have got well outside their blast range.

"It might seen that, flying on to the target at only a few feet altitude,

we would be easy prey for Bofors or machine-gun posts.

"He would be, if the gunners could, see us coming. But generally they
cannot see the low flying fighter until it is almost overhead, and then they
have to be remarkably quick to get the gun trained on the fleeting aircraft.

Moreover, they have little time to calculate what deflections to allow in their

aim. On the other hand, of course, the pilot would have precious little chance

of baling out if his aircraft were hit. Indeed, hewould have practically no

space in which to regain control of his aircraft if a hit threw him temporarily

out of gear.

"So far however, the advantage seems to be on our side, and not on the

side of ground defences.

/"I have



"I have seen ‘flak’ and machine gun fire pelting at my aircraft from

all angles, but none of it has hit me.

"We got intimate, if lightning, pictures of the countryside. People

on the road, soldiers scrambling for cover, bombs bursting and throning up

debris around us.

"Our first big day out recently was typical of the work of this now

weapon of ours.

"We went over in half a gale. The target we were looking for eluded

us on this particular occasion. I think we passed it only a mile to one

side. We did a circuit, and not seeing our main target, began to look for

our alternative.

"I found myself flying down a river with a main line rail-road running

alongside. Ahead was a bridge, carrying the railway over the river. I

called to
my companion that I would bomb the bridge, and together ye swept

over it, barely skimming the structure, and let our bombs go.

"Another pair in the squadron coming on behind saw the bombs explode in

the river and the whole bridge slump to one side. As they passed over it

they saw the bridge looking as crooked as an eel.

"I looked back to See the effect of our bombs, but all I saw was a

string of tracer bullets going up behind my port wing. As I turned again,
I saw it was coming from a gun post on an aerodrome which my companion and

I were already traversing. I was half way across it before I recognised
it as an aerodrome, but I was in time to give some huts on the far edge a

good burst from my guns.

"After this I made for the coast again, flying slap over a town and

straight down one of its main streets. The squadron reassembled just off

the coast, and we beat it back to our base.

"Altogether, it was what you’d call a party - or a rough house,

according to whether you were at the receiving or the delivery end.

"And the only damage we sustained was a hole in a tail plane - and

that was caused by a seagull!"
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